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As early as 1930, the founder of Nordic legal realism- Hägerström's 
philosophical writings have appeared. He and his followers used the anti-metaphysics 
and subjectivism as theoretical basis. The held the belief that traditional legal notions 
included so many metaphysical ideas then, beyond the scope of science. The follower 
of Hägerström- A.V. Lundstedt not only inherited his legacy but went further. He 
treated logical positivism and moral agnosticism as weapons to against metaphysics 
and the metaphysical legal concepts. He wanted to overturn legal ideology which was 
based on the method of justice. His final aim was to build constructive jurisprudence 
based on social welfare theory. This article is about Lundstedt’s logic of 
anti-command theory of Law and his criticism of legal right and legal duty and then 
his constructive jurisprudence based on social welfare. Of course, his theory incurred 
some criticisms. For example, Alf Ross connected social welfare with Utilitarianism, 
and thought that social welfare theory cannot get rid of metaphysic. And also, 
Lundstedt had overlooked traditional legal notions’ practical function and the 
subjective tendency of who decided the social interests. These would be discussed in 
detail in this article. Almost no school of jurisprudence has really constructed a 
completely objective and scientific knowledge system which has gotten rid of the 
value. It is difficult to say that the rebellion of Lundstedt is completely out of legal 
ideological tendency. However, his legal theory put a strong impetus into the process 
of democratization in Sweden. This is enough to make it a glorious one in Northern 
Europe and the world history of legal theory. 
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第一章  斯堪的纳维亚法律现实主义 
法律现实主义又称现实主义法学（Legal Realism）是 20 世纪初期在美国和











































（ Axel Hägerström, 1868-1939 ） 、 A.V. 伦 德 斯 泰 特 （ A.V. Lundstedt, 
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